Level 3 Design Doc
Summary:
Level 3 is located on the side of a large mountain surrounded by other peaks in the
mountain range. Equipped with all vacuum upgrades, the player is now ready to face their final
challenge as they start at the base of the mountain and climb their way towards the peak. Using
electricity to power objects, fire to melt ice, and the repair upgrades, the player must work their
way towards the entrance of the vault located at the top of the mountain. Players can also
explore other side ares in the level using their various gun upgrades. These hidden areas will
provide the player with additional rewards as well as keys to the vault’s treasure room.

Level Objectives:
Main Objectives:
●
●
●

Make your way to the peak of the mountain
Solve the vault door puzzle
Open the the vault entrance to Vault level

Side Objectives:
●

●

●

●

Fire upgrade area
○ Burrow through the mountain cave
○ Find the hidden ice area inside the snow
○ Melt the ice
Lightning upgrade area
○ Use Walrus to jump to other mountain
○ Power the trap door
○ Burrow down into marching cubes
Goat seal Statue
○ Find the goat seal statue in the level
○ Bring Goat seals to goat seal statue
Gem Statue
○ Start to cross bridge to gem statue area on other mountain
○ Part of bridge breaks
○ Repair bridge

Length of play:
15 min golden path (longer if exploring side objectives)

Puzzles/Mechanics:
●

Repairable objects (Known)
○ Bridges
○ Ladders

●

Metal Repair (New Mechanic)
○ Metal elevator
○ Bridge Lever
○ Vault entrance
○ Trap door
Fire(Known)
○ Melting ice wall
○ Melting ice on lever
Marching Cubes (Known)
○ Hide treasure from players
○ Hide small cave areas in the rocks
○ Allow for building up to platforms

●

●

Level Layout:

Walkthrough:
Golden Path:

Main Quest Route:

1. Player starts at the base of a large mountain. In front of them is an lift that will
carry them up to the second platform of the main mountain. This lift will be broken
and require the player to use their metal repair upgrade to get it to work.
2. Once up the lift, the player will make their way towards a pile of Marching cubes
snow that they will need to build a ramp with to climb higher up the mountain.
3. The player will be faced with a cave in front of them that burrows through the
mountain. This cave will be filled with marching cube snow and will require
players to suck it to get to through the cave.

4. Once the player has burrows their way through the mountain they will arrive on
the other side. They should then see another platform high above them with more
Marching cubes snow that they can build up with.
5. The player has now made it up to the next platform and must now repair a
wooden bridge to get across to the next area.

6. The player will make their way around to the other side of the mountain where
they will find another bridge that they must repair. This time, the bridge is much
bigger and requires gears in order for it to drop down once its fully repaired. The
player will have to repair the bridge, repair the metal lever and pull it for it to drop
down letting them cross.
7. At this point the player is almost at the mountain’s peak. There is one more pile
of marching cubes for them to build up with.
8. Once at the peak of the mountain the player will be met with a giant set of doors
leading to the final vault area. This door will be a culmination of all the puzzle
mechanics the player has learned previously. The door itself will need to be
repaired with medium objects (Most likely gears). It must then be repaired using
the metal upgrade. Lastly the player must melt ice off the lever that can then be
used to open the doors. Once the doors are open the player can enter and it will
load them into the final vault room.

Side Objectives:

1. Walrus Jump allows the player to reach a platform on a neighboring mountain peak.
2. Once on this other platform the player can rebuild a metal lever powering a set of traps
doors built into the ground. When the lever is build and pulled the doors will open ,
revealing a tunnel that the player can burrow down into. This tunnel will eventually
connect back to the goat seal statue area ( number 3).
3. This is the goat seal statue ares. This will be a small cave area built into the main
mountain. Bringing all the goat seals to this statue will provide the player with a reward
and cause the goat seals to dance around.

4. This peak is where the gem statue will be in this level. If the player brings enough gems
to the statue they will be rewarded.

5. While burrowing through the cave during the main Quest players who clear snow from
the side will discover a hidden area blocked by ice. This ice can be melted by the fire
and will unveil a secret area with rewards for the player.

New Assets:
Art:
-

Vault Entrance
Powered lift (for player to ride one)
Medium object to repair vault entrance with

Audio:
- Elevator sound
- Vault Entrance Opening

References:

Mountain

Entrance to vault area

Side of mountain scaling to top

Bridges connecting to different mountain peaks.

Side of mountain with mushrooms

New End Puzzle:

1. Player gets to the vault entrance where there is a brazier on top that they can use to
collect fire (2). They must build up to this using MC. while upthere they should see ice
cubes across from them (see number 4)
2. Medium object Door handle inside of ice, must be melted to grab and be placed on the
door (3).
3. Large icicles block the doorway; these are the same type of icicles found in level 2, the
doorway is also too high for the player to just jump up to (3).
4. Players can use the ice cubes the same way as they did in level 2 to knock down the
icicles, unblocking the doorway and providing a platform for them to jump up to reach the
door entrance.

